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ANALYSIS OF AN ADAPTIVE UZAWA FINITE ELEMENT

METHOD FOR THE NONLINEAR STOKES PROBLEM

CHRISTIAN KREUZER

Abstract. We design and study an adaptive algorithm for the numerical
solution of the stationary nonlinear Stokes problem. The algorithm can be
interpreted as a disturbed steepest descent method, which generalizes Uzawa’s
method to the nonlinear case. The outer iteration for the pressure is a descent
method with fixed step-size. The inner iteration for the velocity consists of
an approximate solution of a nonlinear Laplace equation, which is realized
with adaptive linear finite elements. The descent direction is motivated by the
quasi-norm which naturally arises as distance between velocities. We establish
the convergence of the algorithm within the framework of descent direction
methods.

1. Introduction

Partial differential equations like the stationary Stokes problem arise in numerous
physical models, particularly in the modeling of Quasi-Newtonian fluids. For Ω ⊂
Rd being a bounded polyhedral domain and a given external body force f : Ω → Rd,
the velocity u : Ω → Rd of the fluid and its pressure p : Ω → R can be described by
the stationary Stokes equations:

− divA(Eu) +∇p = f in Ω,

div u = 0 in Ω,

u = 0 on ∂Ω.

(1.1)

The nonlinear tensor A : Rd×d → Rd×d mimics the change of the viscosity of
the fluid with respect to the shear rate Eu := 1

2 (∇u + ∇uT ). Typical choices in
engineering are, among others, the power law and the Carreau law

A(E) = ν0 |E|r−2
E and A(E) = ν∞ + (ν0 − ν∞)(κ2 + |E|2)

r−2
2 E,(1.2)

E ∈ Rd×d, where r ∈ (1,∞), ν0 > ν∞ ≥ 0 and κ ≥ 0.
In order to treat as many models as possible, as well as the cases 1 < r ≤ 2 and

r > 2 simultaneously, we formulate (1.1) in terms of so-called N-functions φ. Based
on these functions we can define function spaces V for the velocity and Q for the
pressure in order to get an appropriate weak formulation of (1.1). The standard
finite element approach is to use an adequate pair of discrete function spaces V(T ),
Q(T ) and then compute the Ritz Galerkin approximation (U, P ) ∈ V(T ) × Q(T ).
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The existence and uniqueness of the weak solution and its discrete approximation
is equivalent to the so-called inf-sup conditions on the space pairings V × Q and
V(T )×Q(T ), respectively; see also Section 2.1.

To our best knowledge, for the nonlinear Stokes equations with nonlinearities
of the kind (1.2) no optimal order reliable and efficient a posteriori estimators can
be found in the literature. Thus, there is no strategy on how to mark elements
for refinement in order to formulate a standard adaptive finite element method.
For nonoptimal estimates see e.g., [BRS04] and the references therein. However,
this error estimate may be used to stop an algorithm, since there is no other a
posteriori bound available. The Stokes problem leads to a saddle-point problem for
its Lagrangian

sup
q∈Q

inf
v∈V

L(v, q) = L(u, p) = inf
v∈V

sup
q∈Q

L(v, q);

see Section 2.3 i.e., the operator is neither positive definite nor coercive. Most
convergence proofs for adaptive finite element methods for elliptic problems make
use of the fact that the coercive differential operator defines a suitable error quantity
(see e.g. [MNS00, MN05, DK08]). But they cannot be directly transferred to
saddle point problems. Very recent results [MSV08, MSV07, Sie09] prove plain
convergence for adaptive finite element methods for linear inf-sup problems not
relying on coercivity.

Therefore, though the standard finite element method seems to work well in
practice, in this article we generalize a different approach, exploiting an idea intro-
duced in [DHU00] in the context of wavelet approximations to the Stokes problem
and transfered to finite elements by [BMN02]. In these works they use an inexact
Uzawa method, i.e., an Uzawa outer iteration where they substitute the iterative
step by a properly wavelet respective finite element approximation. Accounting
additionally for mesh refinements according to an error indicator for the pressure,
[KS08] modified the inexact Uzawa method and prove optimal computational com-
plexity. As can be observed from [Cia88] Uzawa’s method can be interpreted as the
method of steepest descent for the functional F : Q → R,

F(q) := − inf
v∈V

L(q, v),

which attains its minimum at p ∈ Q. As in the linear case F is Fréchet differentiable
and its derivative in q ∈ Q can be represented by div uq, where uq ∈ V is the solution
to the nonlinear elliptic equation

− divA(Euq) = f −∇q in Ω, uq = 0 on ∂Ω.(1.3)

In order to compute a descent direction we use the efficient adaptive finite el-
ement method (AFEM) proposed in [BDK10, Kre08] to numerically approximate
(1.3). As usual the adaptive finite element method consists of the loop

Solve → Estimate → Mark → Refine.

These kinds of methods are powerful and efficient tools for solving linear as well
as nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations; see e.g. [MNS00, Vee02, MN05,
DK08, CKNS08, MSV08, Ste07, Kre08, BDK10]. Due to the nonlinear nature of
(1.3) our AFEM is based on the quasi-norm error concept introduced in [BL93a].

Moreover, we can utilize the quasi-norm techniques for the adaptive Uzawa algo-
rithm (AUA) as well. As a consequence we generalize the steepest descent direction
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to a so-called quasi-steepest descent direction. This leads to the following general-
ization of the Uzawa finite element method from [BMN02]: Starting from an initial
guess P0 of the pressure p, the AUA consists of a loop

Pj+1 := Pj + μDj ,(AUA)

with a fixed step-size μ > 0. The update Dj is an approximation to the quasi-
steepest descent direction computed with help of the AFEM.

The main result shows convergence of the AUA with a fixed step-size μ. We
want to stress that due to the nonlinear nature of the problem, the convergence of
(AUA) with a fixed step-size cannot be expected a priori. In particular, the quasi-
norm approach is crucial for this result. However, there is no known equivalent
to the inf-sup condition for quasi-norm terms, which is crucial for proving linear
convergence of Uzawa’s method as in [BMN02, NP04].

The work is organized as follows. We start from analytical fundamentals in
Section 2, where we introduce basic facts about N-functions and related Orlicz
and Orlicz-Sobolev spaces. These spaces are the basis for the weak formulation
exhibiting existence and uniqueness of solutions. Finally, we analyze the saddle-
point formulation of (1.1) as well as the equivalent minimizing problem.

Section 3 provides the AFEM to calculate a numerical solution of (1.3), which is
used to approximate the quasi-steepest descent direction in Section 4. In Section 5
we introduce the AUA and prove its convergence. Finally, in Section 6 we perform
numerical experiments to confirm our theoretical predictions.

2. The nonlinear stationary Stokes problem

We first introduce N-functions and related Orlicz and Orlicz-Sobolev spaces as
analytical fundamentals for the weak formulation of the nonlinear steady state
Stokes equations (1.1) and infer existence and uniqueness of a solution. Subse-
quently, we introduce a functional F based on the saddle-point nature of the La-
grangian associated with (1.1). Finally, we reformulate the weak formulation to the
equivalent problem of minimizing F and analyze its properties.

2.1. The nonlinear Stokes problem. Let Ω ⊂ Rd, d ∈ N, be a bounded polyhe-
dral domain. A convenient way of treating most of the common types of equations
(1.1) is to utilize the concept of so-called N-functions. In particular, a ‘nice’ Young
function, termed an N-function, is a continuous, convex, and strictly monotone
function φ : R+ 	→ R+, such that

φ(0) = 0 and φ(t) > 0, if t > 0, lim
t→0

φ(t)

t
= 0, and lim

t→∞

φ(t)

t
= ∞,

where R+ denotes the nonnegative real semi-axis. For more detailed information
on N-functions and related Orlicz and Orlicz-Sobolev spaces consider e.g., [RR91,
KK91, Mus83, KR61, Kre08].

Thanks to the convexity, for each N-function φ there exists a unique nonde-
creasing and right continuous function φ′ : R+ → R+ such that φ′(0) = 0 and∫ t

0
φ′(s) ds = φ(t); see [RR91]. However, we require more regularity: Throughout

the paper we fix an N-function φ and assume that

φ ∈ C1([0,∞)) ∩ C2((0,∞)) and c t φ′′(t) ≤ φ′(t) ≤ C tφ′′(t), t ≥ 0,(2.1)
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for some constants C, c > 0. Denoting the Frobenius norm by |Q|2 :=
∑d

i,j=1 Q
2
ij ,

Q = (Qij) ∈ Rd×d we define the nonlinear vector field

A(Q) := φ′(|Q|) Q

|Q| for all Q ∈ Rd×d.(2.2)

For the rest of this paper we will use the notation f � g to indicate f ≤ Cg,
with a generic constant C > 0 solely depending on some fixed parameters like the
constants in (2.1) and the domain Ω. We denote f � g � f as f ≈ g.

Remark 1. For r ∈ (1,∞) the functions φ1(t) :=
ν0

r |t|r and φ2(t) :=
∫ t

0

(
ν∞+(ν0−

ν∞)(κ2 + s2)(r−2)/2
)
s ds satisfy assumption (2.1). Using definition (2.2) of A, we

observe that the concept of N-functions covers among others the power law as well
as the Carreau law; compare also with [Kre08]. Exploiting the abstract structure
of N-functions enables us to treat many different viscosity laws simultaneously.

An N-function φ is said to satisfy the Δ2-condition if there exists a constant
K such that φ(2t) ≤ Kφ(t). The smallest constant is then denoted by Δ2(φ)
and for a family of N-functions (φa)a∈I we define Δ({(φa)a∈I}) := maxa∈I Δ2(φa).
Assumption (2.1) yields (lnφ′(t))′ ≤ 1

ct and thus

lnφ′(2t)− lnφ′(t) ≤
∫ 2t

t

1

cs
ds =

ln 2

c
⇒ φ′(2t) ≤ 21/c φ′(t).(2.3)

By the fundamental theorem of calculus and the transformation theorem this im-
plies that an N-function φ satisfies the Δ2-condition if (2.1) holds.

For ω ⊂ Rd a measurable subset, we denote the classical Orlicz and Orlicz-
Sobolev spaces by Lφ(ω) and W 1,φ(ω) i.e., f ∈ Lφ(ω) if

∫
ω
φ(|f |) dx < ∞ and

f ∈ W 1,φ(ω) if f,∇f ∈ Lφ(ω). Equipped with the Luxemburg norm ‖f‖(φ),ω :=

inf
{
λ > 0 :

∫
ω
φ(|f | /λ) dx ≤ 1

}
the space Lφ(ω) becomes a Banach space, and

W 1,φ(ω) becomes a Banach space with the norm ‖·‖1,(φ),ω := ‖·‖(φ),ω + ‖∇·‖(φ),ω.
By W 1,φ

0 (ω) we denote the closure of C∞
0 (ω) in W 1,φ(ω) and Lφ

0 (ω) ⊂ Lφ(ω) is the
subspace of functions with mean-value zero. For ω = Ω we skip the domain in the
notion of the norm, e.g., ‖·‖(φ) = ‖·‖(φ),Ω. If vector-valued functions are considered

we denote the dimension of the function-values as superscript e.g., W 1,φ
0 (Ω)d and

Lφ(Ω)d. Whereas we denote the norms like the norms for scalar-valued functions,
since it is always clear from the context which norm is considered.

N-functions come in mutually complementary pairs. In particular, for an N-
function φ we can define its dual by

φ∗(t) := max{st− φ(s) : s ≥ 0}.
It holds that φ∗ itself is an N-function and (φ∗)∗ = φ. If φ satisfies (2.1), then φ∗

does as well; see [DE08, Kre08]. Thanks to the Δ2-condition the dual (Lφ(Ω))∗

is isomorphic to Lφ∗
(Ω) ⊂ (W 1,φ(Ω))∗ and by (φ∗)∗ = φ we have that (Lφ(Ω))∗

is reflexive. The space W 1,φ
0 (Ω) is also reflexive and its dual space is denoted

by W−1,φ∗
(Ω). The dual space of Lφ

0 (Ω) is Lφ∗
(Ω)/R with norm ‖·‖Lφ∗/R :=

infc∈R ‖· − c‖(φ∗). By 〈·, ·〉 we denote dual pairings regardless of the space-pairings

that are considered. For the ease of exposition, in the remainder of this article, we
will often use the abbreviations

V := W 1,φ
0 (Ω)d and Q := Lφ∗

(Ω)/R,
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with corresponding norms ‖·‖V := ‖·‖1,(φ) and ‖·‖Q := ‖·‖Lφ∗ (Ω)/R.

Throughout this paper we assume that f ∈ Lφ∗
(Ω)d. Then the weak formulation

of the nonlinear Stokes problem (1.1) reads as follows: Find u ∈ V, p ∈ Q, such
that ∫

Ω

A(Eu) : Ev dx−
∫
Ω

p div v dx+

∫
Ω

q div u dx =

∫
Ω

f · v dx(2.4)

for all (v, q) ∈ V × Q, where Q : P :=
∑d

i,j=1 QijPij , P = (Pij)
d
i,j=1,Q =

(Qij)
d
i,j=1 ∈ Rd×d. Thanks to the embedding Lφ∗

(Ω)d ⊂ V∗ := W−1,φ∗
(Ω) we

can rewrite (2.4) as the operator equation

− divA(Eu) +∇p = f in V∗,

div u = 0 in Lφ
0 (Ω),

(2.5)

where 〈− divA(Eu), v〉 :=
∫
Ω
A(Eu) : Ev dx and 〈∇p, v〉 := −

∫
Ω
p div v dx.

The existence and uniqueness of the function u ∈ W 1,φ
0 (Ω)d is ensured by the

theory of monotone operators. In particular, by [DE08, Lemma 20] it holds for all
P,Q ∈ Rd×d that

(
A(P)−A(Q)

)
: (P−Q) � φ′′(|P|+ |Q|) |P−Q|2 ,

|A(P)−A(Q)| � φ′′(|P|+ |Q|) |P−Q| .
(2.6)

This together with Korn’s inequality,

‖v‖1,(φ) � ‖Ev‖(φ) for all v ∈ V(2.7)

(see [DRS10] and Remark 2), implies that − divA(E ·) : V → V∗ is a coercive,
monotone and continuous operator; see also [Kre08]. Hence, the theory of monotone
operators shows that this operator is bijective. Since the space {v ∈ V : div v = 0}
is closed in V there exists a unique u ∈ V, div u ≡ 0, such that∫

Ω

A(∇u) : ∇v dx =

∫
Ω

f · v dx for all v ∈ V with div v ≡ 0.

The unique existence of a p ∈ Q such that (2.4) holds is then guaranteed by the
so-called inf-sup condition

inf
q∈Q

sup
v∈V

∫
Ω
q div v dx

‖v‖V ‖q‖Q
> β.(2.8)

Since Lφ∗

0 (Ω) is isomorphic to Lφ∗
(Ω)/R (see [Kre08]), the inf-sup condition is

equivalent to the solvability of the divergence equation i.e., for each q ∈ Lφ∗

0 (Ω),∫
Ω
q dx = 0, there exists v ∈ W 1,φ∗

0 (Ω) such that div v = q and ‖v‖1,(φ∗) ≤
1/β ‖q‖(φ∗). This estimate is proved in [DRS10]. In the common cases of the

power law and the Carreau law we have ‖.‖Q = ‖·‖Lr′ (Ω)/R and ‖·‖V = ‖·‖W 1,r′(Ω)

and hence the inf-sup condition can also be found in [AG94].

Remark 2. The Korn inequality (2.7) as well as the inf-sup condition (2.8) in
[DRS10] are only proved for John domains. A domain ω ⊂ Rd is called a John
domain, if there exist some constant α > 0 such that any distinct points x, y ∈ ω
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can be joint by a rectifiable path γ parametrized by its arc-length |γ|, such that

cig(γ, α) :=
⋃

t∈[0,|γ|]

{
B
(
γ(t),

1

α
min{t, |γ| − t}

)}
⊂ ω;

see [DRS10]. Thereby B(z, r) is the ball with center z and radius r. Hence, the
constant 1/α determines the ‘angle’ of the cigar cig(γ, α) at its end-points x and y.

It is clear that this condition can be satisfied for all pairs of points interior to
the polyhedral domain Ω. Moreover, since boundary angles of polyhedral domains
are bounded it can be easily verified that Ω is a John domain.

2.2. Properties of N-functions. In order to be able to continue analyzing (1.1)
we have to introduce some more properties of N-functions. For proofs of the results
presented in this section consider e.g., [RR91, KK91, Mus83, KR61] or the detailed
overview in [Kre08].

Proposition 3. Let φ, ψ be N-functions. Then for all t ≥ 0,

φ(α t) ≤ αφ(t) for all α ∈ [0, 1],(2.9a)

t

2
φ′( t

2

)
≤ φ(t) ≤ t φ′(t),(2.9b)

t ≤ (φ∗)−1(t)φ−1(t) ≤ 2 t,(2.9c)

φ
(φ∗(t)

t

)
≤ φ∗(t) ≤ φ

(
2
φ∗(t)

t

)
,(2.9d)

φ(t) ≤ ψ(t) ⇒ ψ∗(t) ≤ φ∗(t).(2.9e)

We recall that (2.1) implies Δ2({φ, φ∗}) < ∞ and hence φ(t) ≈ φ(2t). Therefore,
(2.9b) and (2.9d) imply

tφ′(t) ≈ φ(t) and φ
(
(φ∗)′(t)

)
≈ φ∗(t) for t ≥ 0.(2.10)

For each constant C ≤ 2k, k ∈ N we have

φ(C t) ≤ Δ2(φ)
kφ(t) for all t ≥ 0,(2.11)

as well as by the convexity of φ,

φ(s+ t) ≤ 1

2
φ(2t) +

1

2
φ(2s) ≤ Δ2(φ)

2

(
φ(s) + φ(t)

)
for all s, t ≥ 0.(2.12)

Moreover, Δ2(φ) < ∞ is equivalent to the existence of a constant ∇2(φ
∗) > 1 such

that

∇2(φ
∗)φ∗(t) ≤ φ′(t) t for all t ≥ 0.(2.13)

An immediate consequence of the definition of the complementary function is the
Young inequality

ts ≤ φ(t) + φ∗(s) for all s, t ≥ 0,(2.14)

where equality is obtained if s = φ′(t) or t = (φ∗)′(s). Moreover, by (2.11) it
holds a scaled Young inequality i.e., for each δ > 0 there exists a constant Cδ > 0
depending on Δ2(φ) (and hence on the constants in (2.1)), such that

ts ≤ Cδ φ(t) + δ φ∗(s) for all s, t ≥ 0.(2.15)
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Another important consequence of the Δ2-condition is that norm convergence is
equivalent to mean convergence i.e., let (vk)k∈N ⊂ Lφ(Ω), then for some v ∈ Lφ(Ω),
we have

lim
k→∞

‖vk − v‖(φ) = 0 if and only if lim
k→∞

∫
Ω

φ(|vk − v|) dx = 0.(2.16)

Given a fixed N-function φ that satisfies (2.1) we introduce the family of shifted
N-functions {φa}a≥0 by

φ′
a(t) :=

φ′(a+ t)

a+ t
t and φa(t) :=

∫ t

0

φ′
a(s) ds, a ≥ 0.

The following properties of this family of N-functions are crucial in the subsequent
analysis and can e.g., be found in [DE08, DK08, Kre08].

Lemma 4. Let φ be an N-function such that (2.1). Then Δ2({φa, (φa)
∗}a≥0) is

uniformly bounded depending solely on Δ2({φ, φ∗}) and thus on the constants in
(2.1). Moreover, for all t ≥ 0 we have

(φ∗)φ′(a)(t) ≈ (φa)
∗(t).(2.17)

We next introduce the nonlinear tensor F : Rd×d → Rd×d by

F(Q) :=
√
|A(Q)| |Q| Q|Q| ≈

√
φ(|Q|) Q

|Q| for Q ∈ Rd×d.

The relation of A, F, and {φa}a≥0 is best reflected in the following lemma from
[DE08].

Proposition 5. Let φ be an N-function that satisfies assumption (2.1). Then, for
all Q,P ∈ Rd×d it holds that(

A(P)−A(Q)
)
:
(
P−Q

)
≈ φ|P|(|P−Q|) ≈ |F(P)− F(Q)|2

≈ φ′′(|P|+ |Q|) |P−Q|2

and

|A(P)−A(Q)| ≈ φ′
|P|(|P−Q|).

This directly implies the next result.

Corollary 6. Let φ be an N-function that satisfies assumption (2.1). Then, for all
v, w ∈ V it holds that∫

Ω

(
A(Ev)−A(Ew)

)
:
(
Ev − Ew

)
dx ≈

∫
Ω

φ|Ev|(|Ev −Ew|) dx

≈ ‖F(Ev)− F(Ew)‖2L2(Ω) .

The three equivalent quantities of Corollary 6 naturally arise from the nonlin-
earity of the problem. For historical reasons we refer to them as the quasi-norm of
v − w; cf. also Remark 11.

The next lemmas deal with the question of how the shifted N-functions of the
family {φa}a≥0 are related to each other; see [DE08, DK08].
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Lemma 7. Let φ be an N-function with (2.1), then for all P,Q ∈ Rd×d and t ≥ 0
it holds that

φ′
|P|(t) � φ′

|Q|(t) + φ′
|P|(|P−Q|).(2.18)

Moreover, for all δ > 0 there exists a constant Cδ > 0 such that for all P,Q ∈ Rd×d,
we have

φ|P|(t) � (1 + Cδ)φ|Q|(t) + δ φ|P|(|P−Q|)(2.19)

and

(φ|P|)
∗(t) ≈ (1 + Cδ) (φ|Q|)

∗(t) + δ φ|P|(|P−Q|).(2.20)

Lemma 8. Let φ be an N-function that satisfies assumption (2.1). We then have
for all P,Q ∈ Rd×d

φ′
|P|(|P−Q|) ≈ φ′

|Q|(|P−Q|) and φ|P|(|P−Q|) ≈ φ|Q|(|P−Q|).

As a consequence of these results we get the following characterization of con-
vergence in Lφ(Ω).

Proposition 9. Let φ be an N-function such that (2.1), (vk)k∈N ⊂ Lφ(Ω). Then
for some v, w ∈ Lφ(Ω) we have

lim
k→∞

∫
Ω

φ|w|(|vk − v|) dx = 0 if and only if lim
k→∞

vk = v in Lφ(Ω).

Proof. Assume that vk →k→∞ v in Lφ(Ω). Then by (2.19) we have for δ > 0,∫
Ω

φ|w|(|vk − v|) dx � (1 + Cδ)

∫
Ω

φ(|vk − v|) dx+ δ

∫
Ω

φ|w|(|w|) dx.

The second addend is small provided δ is small. By (2.16) the first addend converges
to zero as k converges to infinity. The converse implication can be proved with the
same arguments interchanging the roles of φ|w| and φ. �

As a consequence the space W 1,φ
0 (Ω) is closed with respect to the quasi-norm.

Corollary 10. Let φ be an N-function such that (2.1) holds. Then

d(v, w) := ‖F(Ev)− F(Ew)‖L2(Ω)

is a metric on W 1,φ
0 (Ω).

Proof. Obviously, d is positive and satisfies the triangle quality. Moreover, as a
consequence of Proposition 9 (take w = v) and Korn’s inequality [DRS10] we have

for any sequence (vk)k∈N ⊂ W 1,φ
0 (Ω), v ∈ W 1,φ

0 (Ω) that

lim
k→∞

‖F(Evk)− F(Ev)‖L2(Ω) = 0 ⇔ lim
k→∞

‖vk − v‖1,(φ) = 0.

This proves the assertion. �
Remark 11. A distance measure named quasi-norm was first introduced by Barrett
and Liu in [BL93a, BL93b, BL94] into a priori analysis of finite elements for nonlin-
ear problems. For this error concept they proved optimal a priori error estimates.
In particular, for the power law φ(t) = 1

r t
r with r ∈ (1,∞), they use∫

Ω

(
|Eu|+ |Eu−Ev|

)r−2 |Eu−Ev|2 dx
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which in turn is equivalent to

≈
∫
Ω

φ′′( |Eu|+ |Ev|
)
|Eu−Ev|2 dx.

Hence our approach generalizes this concept to N-functions satisfying assumption
(2.1); compare with [DR07a, DE08, DR07b, DK08, BDK10, Kre08].

2.3. The Lagrangian functional. The stationary Stokes equation (1.1) with the
pressure as Lagrange multiplier arise from minimizing the energy functional

J (v) :=

∫
Ω

φ(|Ev|)− f · v dx → min subject to div v = 0.(2.21)

For a given N-function φ, we define the Lagrangian L : V×Q → R associated with
(2.21) by

L(v, q) :=
∫
Ω

φ(|Ev|)− q div v − f · v dx.

Basic calculations show that the Lagrangian has a unique saddle-point that corre-
sponds to the solution (u, p) of (2.4); see also [ET76, Kre08].

Proposition 12. Let φ be an N-function that satisfies assumption (2.1). Then
the nonlinear Stokes problem (2.4) is equivalent to the saddle-point problem: Find
functions u ∈ V, p ∈ Q, such that

sup
q∈Q

inf
v∈V

L(v, q) = L(u, p) = inf
v∈V

sup
q∈Q

L(v, q)(2.22)

i.e., the unique solution (u, p) ∈ V×Q of (2.4) is the unique saddle-point of L.

Based on the above observations we define the nonlinear functional

F(q) := − inf
v∈V

L(v, q) for all q ∈ Q.(2.23)

According to Proposition 12 our aim is to minimize F . Note from the definition of
the Lagrangian function, that evaluating F at q ∈ Q is a minimizing problem of
the form

Jq(v) :=

∫
Ω

φ(|Ev|) dx− 〈f −∇q, v〉 →v∈V min(2.24)

with f−∇q ∈ W−1φ∗
(Ω). Direct methods of variations show, by coercivity and the

strict convexity of Jq(·), that there exists a unique minimizer uq ∈ V. Moreover,
uq ∈ V is the critical point of DJq(v) = − divA(Ev)− f +∇q, i.e.,

− divA(Euq) = f −∇q in W−1,φ∗
(Ω);(2.25)

see [DE08]. Therefore, we have

F(q) = −L(uq, q) = − inf
v∈V

L(v, q).(2.26)

The following result from [DK08] shows that energy differences are closely connected
to the error concept of the quasi-norm.

Lemma 13. Let uq ∈ V, q ∈ Q be the minimizer of the energy functional Jq

defined in (2.24). Then

Jq(v)− Jq(uq) ≈ ‖F(Ev)− F(Euq)‖22 , for all v ∈ V.
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Proof. The proof can be found in [DK08]. However, in this paper the result is

formulated for v being a minimizer of Jq in a closed subspace Ṽ ⊂ V. Since we
need the result for arbitrary v ∈ V we decided to sketch the proof in order to
point out that the additional condition on v is not necessary. With the definition
Φ(Q) := φ(|Q|) we have Jq(v) =

∫
Ω
Φ(Ev)− f · v− q div v dx. We observe that for

arbitrary P,Q ∈ Rd×d, Q = (Qij)i,j=1,··· ,d it holds that

∑
i,j,k,l

∂

∂xij

∂

∂xkl
Φ(P)QijQkl =

φ′(|P|)
|P|

(
|Q|2 − |P : Q|

|P|2
)
+ φ′′(|P|) |P : Q|2

|P|2
.

Now, by (2.1) there exists constants C, c > 0 such that c φ′(t) ≤ t φ′′(t) ≤ Cφ′(t).
Hence, on the one hand we can estimate

∑
i,j,k,l

∂

∂xij

∂

∂xkl
Φ(P)QijQkl ≤

φ′(|P|)
|P| |Q|2 + C

φ′(|P|)
|P|3

|P|2 |Q|2

= (1 + C)
φ′(|P|)
|P| |Q|2 ,

and on the other hand, we have

∑
i,j,k,l

∂

∂xij

∂

∂xkl
Φ(P)QijQkl ≥

φ′(|P|)
|P| |Q|2 + (c− 1)

φ′(|P|)
|P|3

|P : Q|2

≥ c
φ′(|P|)
|P| |Q|2 .

Let g(t) := Jq([uq, v]t) for t ∈ R, where [uq, v]t := (1−t) uq+t v. Since uq minimizes
Jq we have g′(0) = 0. Combining Taylor’s formula with the above estimates for
P = E[uq, v]t and Q = E(uq − v), we get

Jq(v)− Jq(uq) = g(1)− g(0) =
1

2

∫ 1

0

g′′(t) (1− t) dt

≈
∫ 1

0

∫
Ω

φ′(|[Euq,Ev]t|)
|[Euq,Ev]t|

|Ev −Euq|2 dx(1− t) dt.

(2.27)

By [DE08, Lemma 19] it holds for any P,Q ∈ Rd×d that

∫ 1

0

ϕ′(|[P,Q]t|)
|[P,Q]t|

dt ≈ ϕ′(|P|+ |Q|)
|P|+ |Q|

with constants only depending on Δ2({φ, φ∗}) and thus on the constants in (2.1).
This, (2.1), and Corollary 6 yield

Jq(v)− Jq(uq) ≤ C

∫
Ω

φ′(|Euq|+ |Ev|)
|Euq|+ |Ev| |Ev −Euq|2 dx

≤ C

∫
Ω

φ′′(|Euq|+ |Ev|) |Ev −Euq|2 dx

≤ C

∫
Ω

|F(Ev)− F(Euq)|2 dx.
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On the other hand, we can further estimate (2.27) by (2.10), and Jensen’s inequality
to get

Jq(v)− Jq(uq) �
∫
Ω

∫ 1

0

φ(|[Euq,Ev]t|)
(|Euq|+ |Ev|)2 (1− t) dt |Ev −Euq|2 dx

�
∫
Ω

φ(
∫ 1

0
|[Euq,Ev]t| 2 (1− t) dt)

(|Euq|+ |Ev|)2 |Ev −Euq|2 dx.

Since
∫ 1

0
|[P,Q]t| 2(1 − t) dt as well as |P| + |Q| define norms on Rd×d × Rd×d

it holds that
∫ 1

0
|[P,Q]t| 2(1 − t) dt ≈ |P| + |Q| for all P,Q ∈ Rd×d. This and

φ′′(t) t2 ≈ φ(t) (see (2.1) and (2.10)) imply

Jq(v)− Jq(uq) �
∫
Ω

φ′′(|Euq|+ |Ev|) |Ev −Euq|2 dx.

Now, the desired assertion follows by Corollary 6. �

Remark 14. Obviously Lemma 13 stays valid if V is substituted by a closed subspace
Ṽ ⊂ V since all used properties of Jq are inherited by any subspace of V.

Analyzing the functional F yields the following results.

Proposition 15. Let φ be an N-function such that (2.1) holds. Then it holds that:

i) The mapping q 	→ uq defined in (2.26) is continuous from Q to V.
ii) The functional F from (2.23) is Fréchet differentiable in q ∈ Q with derivative

DF(q) = div uq i.e.,

〈DF(q), h〉 =
∫
Ω

h div uq dx, for h ∈ Q.

Proof. In order to prove i) let q, h ∈ Q. Then by (2.25) we have∫
Ω

(
A(Euq)−A(Euq+h)

)
: (Euq −Euq+h) dx =

∫
Ω

h div(uq − uq+h) dx.

Applying Young’s inequality (2.15), for δ > 0, we get∫
Ω

(
A(Euq)−A(Euq+h)

)
: (Euq −Euq+h) dx

≤
∫
Ω

Cδ

(
φ|Euq|

)∗
(|h|) + δφ|Euq|(|div(uq − uq+h)|) dx.

Observing |div v| ≤
√
d |Ev|, by (2.11) and (2.17) we get∫

Ω

(
A(Euq)−A(Euq+h)

)
: (Euq −Euq+h) dx

≤
∫
Ω

Cδφ
∗
φ′(|Euq|)(|h|) + δφ|Euq|(|E(uq − uq+h)|) dx.

By Proposition 5 the left-hand side is proportional to
∫
Ω
φ|Euq|(|E(uq − uq+h)|) dx

and hence, for δ > 0 small enough, we get∫
Ω

φ|Euq|(|E(uq − uq+h)|) dx �
∫
Ω

Cδ

(
φ|Euq|

)∗
(|h|).

Proposition 9 yields Euq+h → Euq in V as h → 0 in Q and hence the first assertion
follows by Korn’s inequality.
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To prove the second claim ii) we observe by (2.26) and (2.24) that

F(q + h)−F(q)−
∫
Ω

h div uq dx = Jq(uq)− Jq(uq+h)−
∫
Ω

h div(uq − uq+h) dx.

Lemma 13 and (2.25) imply, for c ∈ R,

F(q+h)−F(q)−
∫
Ω

h div uq dx

≈
∫
Ω

(
A(Euq)−A(Euq+h)

)
: (Euq −Euq+h) dx+

∫
Ω

h div(uq − uq+h) dx

= 2

∫
Ω

(h− c) div(uq − uq+h) dx,≤ 4 ‖h− c‖(φ∗) ‖div(uq − uq+h)‖(φ) ,

where we used Hölder’s inequality in the last step; see [RR91]. The continuity of q 	→
uq yields that this expression is o(‖h‖(φ∗)) and hence the assertion is proved. �

3. AFEM for the nonlinear Laplacian problem

As is motivated in the previous section we are interested in solving nonlinear

Laplace equations of the following kind: Find ũ ∈ V = W 1,φ
0 (Ω)d such that

− divA(Eũ) = g in W−1,φ∗
(Ω).(3.1)

It turns out that for this kind of problem the usual energy norm is not the appro-
priate concept of distance; see for example [Vee02, Remark 3.5]. For the power law
Barrett and Liu provided in [BL93a, BL94] with the so-called quasi-norm, an opti-
mal error measure; cf. Remark 11. In this section we present a convergent AFEM,
which shows quasi-optimal convergence rates; see [DK08, BDK10] and Remark 18.

However, in order to apply the results of [DK08, BDK10] we have to restrict
ourselves to right-hand sides g ∈ Lφ∗

(Ω)d ⊂ W−1,φ∗
(Ω)d. The difference of the

subsequent results compared to the results presented in [DK08, BDK10] is that we
consider vector-valued solutions and the symmetric gradient instead of the gradient.
Since the results can be transfered straight forward (compare with [Kre08]) we omit
the proofs and only state the results.

A conforming triangulation T of Ω is a finite set of closed d simplices such that
Ω =

⋃
T∈T T and for each pair of simplices T, T ′ ∈ T the intersection T∩T ′ is either

empty or a common sub-simplex of T and T ′. We define V(T ) ⊂ V to be the space
of piecewise affine continuous functions over T that are zero at the boundary ∂Ω.
We will further denote as S = S(T ) the set of closed element-sides of T interior Ω
and as N (T ) the set of element-vertices. For ω ⊂ Ω let T (ω) := {T ∈ T : T ⊂ ω}.
For T ∈ T we denote by ST :=

⋃
{T ′ ∈ T |T ′ ∩ T �= ∅} the patch around T and by

ΣT = {σ ∈ S : σ ∩ T �= ∅} the set of sides interior to ST .
For the rest of this paper the constants hidden in �, �, and ≈ may additionally

depend on the shape regularity of triangulations.
We define the local error indicator for v ∈ V, W ∈ V(T ) on T ∈ T by

η2(v,W, T, g) :=

∫
T

(
φ|Ev|

)∗
(hT |g|) dx+

∫
∂T∩Ω

hT |[[F(EW )]]|2 dσ,(3.2)

where hT := |T |1/d is the mesh-size of T . Hereafter, [[q]] |σ is the jump of q across
an interior side σ ∈ S. The first term in (3.2) usually is called the element-residual,
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whereas the second part is called the jump-residual. Furthermore, we define for
any subset T̂ ⊂ T ,

η2(v,W, T̂ , g) :=
∑
T∈T̂

η2(v,W, T, g) and η(W, T̂ , g) := η(W,W, T̂ , g).

Let ũ ∈ V be the solution of (3.1) and Ũ ∈ V(T ) its finite element approximation
i.e., ∫

Ω

A(EŨ) : EV dx =

∫
Ω

g · V dx for all V ∈ V(T ).(3.3)

Then by [DK08, Kre08] there holds the upper bound∥∥F(Eũ)− F(EŨ)
∥∥
L2(Ω)

≤ C1 η(Ũ, T , g)(3.4)

as well as the lower bound

C2 η(Ũ, T , g) ≤
∥∥F(Eũ)− F(EŨ)

∥∥
L2(Ω)

+ osc(Ũ, T , g),(3.5)

where the constants C1, C2 > 0 depend solely on the dimension d, the shape regu-
larity of T and the constants in (2.1). The oscillation is defined by

osc2(v, T , g) :=
∑
T∈T

inf
gT∈R

∫
T

(
φ|Ev|

)∗
(hT |g − gT |) dx for v ∈ V.

Based on these definitions we can formulate the following adaptive finite element
method: Let g ∈ Lφ∗

(Ω), T be a conforming triangulation of Ω, ε > 0, and θ ∈ (0, 1].

Algorithm 16 (AFEM(g, T , ε, θ)). Let k = 0, T̃0 = T ;

(1) Ũk = SOLVE(T̃k, g);
(2) {η(Ũk, T, g)}T∈T̃k

= ESTIMATE(Ũk, T̃k, g);
(3) if η(Ũk, T̃k, g) < ε, then

RETURN (Ũk, T̃k);

(4) Mk = MARK({η(Ũk, T, g)}T∈T̃k
, T̃k, θ);

(5) T̃k+1 = REFINE(T̃k,Mk); increment k and go to step (1);

We sketch the single modules of the AFEM. For any conforming triangulation T
of Ω we suppose that the routine SOLVE outputs the exact Ritz-Galerkin solution
Ũ ∈ V(T ) of (3.3).

Next, the error between the discrete solution Ũ and the continuous solution ũ of
(3.1) is estimated by ESTIMATE i.e.,

{η(Ũ, T, g)}T∈T = ESTIMATE(Ũ, T , g).

In the selection of elements for refinement we rely on Dörfler marking. For a given
marking parameter θ ∈ (0, 1], we suppose that MARK outputs a subset M ⊂ T of
marked elements i.e.,

M = MARK({η(Ũ, T, g)}T∈T , T , θ),

such that M satisfies the Dörfler property

η(Ũ,M, g) ≥ θ η(Ũ, T , g).

Refinement is based on shape-regular bisection of single elements. We do not go
into very much detail and just assume that there exists a procedure REFINE, that
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produces a conforming refinement of a given triangulation T based on a certain
subset M ⊂ T of marked elements. In particular, let

T∗ = REFINE(T ,M),

then T∗ is a conforming triangulation of Ω such that T ∈ M is at least bisected
once. Shape regularity of meshes produced by repeated applications of REFINE
from some initial conforming triangulation T0 is uniformly bounded depending on
the shape regularity of T0. For the existence of such a procedure REFINE we refer
to [Bän91, Mau95, Kos94, Mit89, SS05, Ste07, Ste08].

The following theorem shows convergence of the AFEM and can be found in
[BDK10, Kre08].

Theorem 17. Let g ∈ Lφ∗
(Ω)d, T being a conforming triangulation of the poly-

hedral domain Ω, ε > 0, and θ ∈ (0, 1]. Let ũ ∈ V be the solution of (3.1).

Then, for (Ũk, T̃k)k∈N being the sequence of solutions and triangulations produced
by AFEM(g, T , ε, θ), there exists α ∈ (0, 1) depending solely on the shape-regularity

of T̃ , θ, but not on ε, such that

∥∥F(Eũ)− F(EŨk)
∥∥2
L2(Ω)

+ η2(Ũk, T̃k, g)

� αk
(∥∥F(Eũ)− F(EŨ0)

∥∥2
L2(Ω)

+ η2(Ũ0, T , g)
)

for all k ≥ 0 until the algorithm stops.

This result ensures that AFEM stops and outputs a finite element solution with
the corresponding triangulation

(Ũ∗, T∗) = AFEM(g, T , ε, θ) such that η(Ũ∗, T∗, g) < ε.(3.6)

Remark 18 (optimality). Marking in each iteration k a minimal subset Mk ⊂ Tk
with Dörflers marking strategy, it can be shown as in [BDK10], that for all marking
parameters θ below a threshold θ∗ ∈ (0, 1) the AFEM yields quasi-optimal meshes.
In particular, assume that there exist constants s > 0 and C > 0, such that for all
ε > 0 there exists a conforming refinement T of T0 satisfying

inf
V ∈V(T )

{
‖F(Eũ)− F(EV )‖L2(Ω) + osc(ũ, T∗, g)

}
≤ ε

and

#T∗ −#T ≤ C ε−1/s.

Then, if T satisfies condition b) of §4 in [Ste08], there exists a constant θ∗ ∈ (0, 1)

such that for all θ ∈ (0, θ∗) the sequence (Ũk, Tk)k of solutions and meshes produced
by AFEM(g, T , 0, θ) satisfies

‖F(Eũ)− F(EŨk)‖L2(Ω) + osc(ũ, T̃k, g) �
(
#T̃k −#T

)−s
,

where the constant hidden in � solely depends on the triangulation T , the N-
function φ and the marking parameter θ. In other words, the sequence (Ũk)k
converges to ũ with quasi-optimal cardinality. This performance is also documented
by the numerical experiments in [BDK10].

We emphasize that this result is proved only for the nonlinear Poisson problem
with fixed right-hand side g. Therefore, it cannot be directly transferred to the
adaptive Uzawa algorithm, since here the AFEM is used within an exterior loop
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and in general starts each time from a different mesh and with different right-hand
side g; compare with Algorithm 23.

4. Quasi-steepest descent direction

The experiences of §3 indicate that, for nonlinear problems, norms might not be
the appropriate concept of distance for the pressure as well. Recalling Corollary
6, the quasi-norm is a quantity, which is equivalent to the residual tested with
the error. We fix q ∈ Q. Carrying over these ideas to the functional F suggests

to test the residual DF(q) ∈ Lφ
0 (Ω) with the error q − p, where p ∈ Q is the

minimizer of F defined in (2.23). Let uq defined as in (2.25) and recall from (2.4)
that DF(p) = div u = 0. Hence by Corollary 6 we have

〈DF(q), q − p〉 =
∫
Ω

(
A(Euq)−A(Eu)

)
: (Euq −Eu) dx

≈
∫
Ω

φ|Euq|(|Euq −Eu|) dx,

which indicates to use
∫
Ω
φ|Euq|(|Euq −Eu|) dx as distance measure for the pres-

sure.
This leads to the question of what is a steepest descent direction in this context.

For norms a steepest descent direction d ∈ Q of DF in q ∈ Q is defined by

‖DF(q)‖Q∗ = sup
h∈Q, ‖h‖φ∗=1

〈DF(q), h〉 = −
〈
DF(q),

d

‖d‖φ

〉
.

To generalize this principle, we have to generalize the dual or operator norm. In
the case of φ(t) = 1

2 t
2, when the two concepts coincide, we know for l ∈ L2

0(Ω) =

(L2
0(Ω))

∗, that

1

2
‖l‖2L2

0(Ω)∗ = sup
h∈L2

0(Ω)

{
〈l, h〉 − 1

2
‖h‖2L2(Ω)

}
= sup

h∈L2
0(Ω)

{
〈l, h〉 −

∫
Ω

φ(|h|) dx
}
.

Recall that (Lφ
0 (Ω))

∗ = Lφ∗
(Ω)/R, then this motivates the following definition of

the dual error concept. For l ∈ Lφ
0 (Ω), w ∈ W 1,φ

0 (Ω), we define

‖l‖2(Euq),∗ := sup
h∈Lφ∗ (Ω)

{
〈l, h〉 − inf

c∈R

∫
Ω

φ∗
|Euq|(|h− c|) dx

}
.(4.1)

Young’s inequality (2.14) and the observation φ′(l) l
|l| ∈ Lφ∗

(Ω)/R yield

‖l‖2(Euq),∗ =
〈
l, φ′

|Euq|(|l|)
l

|l|
〉
−
∫
Ω

φ∗
|Euq|(φ

′
|Euq|(|l|)) dx =

∫
Ω

φ|Euq|(|l|) dx;

see [Kre08]. Hence φ′
|Euq|(|l|)

l
|l| seems to be the natural quasi-steepest descent

direction.

Definition 19 (quasi-steepest descent direction). Let φ be an N-function such
that (2.1). Then, the quasi-steepest descent direction with respect to F in q ∈ Q
is defined as

dq := −φ′
|Euq|(|div uq|)

div uq

|div uq|
.(4.2)
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4.1. Approximation of the quasi-steepest descent direction. As we know
from Definition 19, we have to solve the nonlinear elliptic system (2.25) for the
quasi-steepest descent direction. Recall that the AFEM yields linear convergence
for a right-hand side g ∈ Lφ∗

(Ω)d. Therefore, due to the right-hand side of (2.25)
it is convenient that the gradient of the pressure is in Lφ(Ω)d. Thus, for T being a
conforming triangulation of Ω, we define

Q(T ) := {Q ∈ C(Ω) : Q|T ∈ P1(T ) for all T ∈ T };

hence ∇Q ∈ Lφ∗
(Ω)d for Q ∈ Q(T ). Note that Q(T ) is not a subspace of Q but

Q(T )/R ⊂ Q. We use the functions in Q(T ) as representants of those in Q(T )/R
and say that two of them are equal if they differ by a constant value.

The aim is to calculate an approximation DQ ∈ Q(T ) of dQ with the help of
the AFEM. Let QD(T ) be the space of piecewise constants over T , then div V ∈
QD(T ), V ∈ V(T ), hence for (UQ, T ∗) = AFEM(f −∇Q, T , ε, θ) we cannot simply
take

φ′
|EUQ|(|divUQ|)

divUQ

|divUQ|
∈ QD(T ∗) �⊂ Q(T ∗),(4.3)

Q ∈ Q(T ), as an approximation of dQ.

To overcome this problem we use an interpolation operator ΠQ
T : L1(Ω) → Q(T ),

which is closely related to the Clément operator [Clé75, BMN02]:
For z ∈ N (T ) let ωz := suppΦz be the support of the corresponding Lagrange

basis-function Φz of Q(T ). For q ∈ L1(Ω) let Πz
T : L1(Ω) → P1(ωz) be the L2-

projection into the space of continuous piecewise linear polynomials i.e.,∫
ωz

(q −Πz
T q)Qdx = 0 for all Q ∈ P1(ωz).(4.4)

We then set ΠQ
T q(z) := Πz

T q(z); hence, Π
Q
T q =

∑
z∈N Πz

T q(z) Φz ∈ Q(T ). Note

that ΠQ
T : L1(Ω) → Q(T ) is a projection; see [Clé75].

The following estimates based on the L1-norm use standard arguments; compare
with [Clé75, BMN02, Kre08]. Since we want to focus on the subsequent quasi-norm
estimates, we decided not to prove them in detail. Observe from [Clé75, Kre08]

that to estimate q−ΠQ
T q it suffices to bound q−Πz

T q over ωz, z ∈ N . In particular,
we have ∫

T

∣∣q −ΠQ
T q

∣∣ dx �
∑

z∈N∩T

∫
T

|q −Πz
T q| dx.(4.5)

The next estimate is an adaption of the L2-estimate from [BMN02] to the L1-case.
It makes use of the fact that the functions we focus on lie in QD(T ) ⊂ L1(Ω), which
in turn is finite-dimensional. Let Q ∈ QD(T ) ⊂ L1(Ω), then we can estimate∫

ωz

|Q−Πz
T Q| dx � diam(ωz)

∫
σz

|[[Q]]| dσ,(4.6)

where σz :=
⋃
{σ ∈ S(T )|z ∩ σ = z} is the union of sides interior ωz. Scaling the

left-hand side to a reference situation, observing the fact that the jump of Q across
inter-element sides is a norm for Q− ΠzQ, using the fact that norms on the finite
dimensional spaces are equivalent, and scaling back to the physical element proves
the result.
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The goal is now to quantify the difference between dQ, Q ∈ Q(T ), and its
approximation

DQ := ΠQ
T φ

′
|EUQ|(|divUQ|)

divUQ

|divUQ|
∈ Q(T ).(4.7)

But before we turn to this problem, we need to prove the following lemma, which
estimates the distance between arbitrary descent directions.

Lemma 20. Let φ be an N-function that satisfies assumption (2.1). For v, w ∈ V,
we set

d(v) := φ′
|Ev|(|div v|)

div v

|div v| and d(w) := φ′
|Ew|(|divw|)

divw

|divw| .

Then, for all v, w ∈ V it holds that∫
Ω

(
φ|Ev|

)∗
(|d(v)− d(w)|) dx � ‖F(Ev)− F(Ew)‖2L2(Ω) .

Proof. By Lemma 7, Lemma 8, and (2.12), it holds that∫
Ω

(
φ|Ev|

)∗( |d(v)− d(w)|
)
dx

=

∫
Ω

(
φ|Ev|

)∗(∣∣∣φ′
|Ev|(|div v|)

div v

|div v| − φ′
|Ew|(|divw|)

divw

|divw|

∣∣∣) dx

�
∫
Ω

(
φ|Ev|

)∗(∣∣∣φ′
|Ev|(|div v|)

div v

|div v| − φ′
|Ev|(|divw|)

divw

|divw|

∣∣∣) dx

+

∫
Ω

(
φ|Ev|

)∗(
φ′
|Ev|(|Ev −Ew|)

)
dx.

Applying Proposition 5 in 1-dimension for the N-function φ|Ev| to the first addend
and (2.10) to the second yields∫

Ω

(
φ|Ev|

)∗( |d(v)− d(w)|
)
dx

�
∫
Ω

(
φ|Ev|

)∗((
φ′
|Ev|

)
|div v|(|div v − divw|)

)
dx+

∫
Ω

φ|Ev|(|Ev −Ew|) dx.

Observe that |div v| ≤
√
d |Ev| and that (2.11) holds also for φ′ instead of φ since

(2.3). Hence, by the monotonicity of φ′,

(
φ′
|Ev|

)
|div v|(t) = φ′

|Ev|+|div v|(t) =
φ′(|Ev|+ |div v|+ t)

|Ev|+ |div v|+ t
t

≤
φ′((1 +√

d)(|Ev|+ t)
)

|Ev|+ t
t � φ′(|Ev|+ t)

|Ev|+ t
t = φ′

|Ev|(t)

(4.8)

for all t ≥ 0. Therefore, by (2.11) and (2.10),∫
Ω

(
φ|Ev|

)∗( |d(v)− d(w)|
)
dx

�
∫
Ω

(
φ|Ev|

)∗(
φ′
|Ev|(|div v − divw|)

)
dx+

∫
Ω

φ|Ev|(|Ev −Ew|) dx
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�
∫
Ω

φ|Ev|(|div v − divw|) dx+

∫
Ω

φ|Ev|(|Ev − Ew|) dx.

Again using |div(v − w)| ≤
√
d |E(v − w)| and (2.11) yields

�
∫
Ω

φ|Ev|(|Ev −Ew|) dx.

Applying Corollary 6 yields the assertion. �
In the next lemma we generalize (4.6) to the quasi-norm case. The result is

crucial for estimating the error occuring during interpolation.

Lemma 21. Let T be a conforming triangulation of Ω and φ an N-function such
that we get (2.1). For V ∈ V(T ) let d := φ|EV |(|div V |) div V

|div V | . Then,∫
Ω

(
φ|EV |

)∗(∣∣d−ΠQ
T d

∣∣) dx �
∑
T∈T

∫
∂T∩Ω

hT |[[F(EV )]]|2 dσ.

Proof. Let T ∈ T . We observe that d ∈ QD(T ). Therefore, scaling d to the

reference element T̂ , applying equivalence of norms on finite dimensional spaces,
and scaling back to the physical element T , we obtain

sup
T

∣∣d−ΠQ
T d

∣∣ = sup
T̂

∣∣d̂− Π̂Q
T d

∣∣ �
∫
T̂

∣∣d̂− Π̂Q
T d

∣∣ dx � 1

|T |

∫
T

∣∣d−ΠQ
T d

∣∣ dx.
Thus, we can apply (4.5) and (4.6) to get

sup
T

∣∣d−ΠQ
T d

∣∣ � 1

|T |
∑

z∈N∩T

∫
T

|d−Πz
T d| dx ≤ 1

|T |
∑

z∈N∩T

∫
ωz

|d−Πz
T d| dx

� 1

|T |
∑

z∈N∩T

diam(ωz)

∫
σz

|[[d]]| dσ �
∑

z∈N∩T

1

|σz|

∫
σz

|[[d]]| dσ,

where we have used diam(ωz)
|T | ≈ 1

|σz| depending on the shape-regularity of T . Since

#(N ∩ T ) is bounded by d+ 1, this estimate yields with (2.11) and (2.12) that

(
φ|EV |

)∗(
sup
T

∣∣d− ΠQ
T d

∣∣) � ∑
z∈N∩T

(
φ|EV |

)∗( 1

|σz|

∫
σz

|[[d]]| dσ
)
.

Jensen’s inequality and integration over T imply for the fixed shift |EV |T |,∫
T

(
φ|EV |

)∗(∣∣d−ΠQ
T d

∣∣) dx �
∫
T

∑
z∈N∩T

1

|σz|

∫
σz

(
φ|EV |T |

)∗
(|[[d]]|) dσ dx

�
∑

z∈N∩T

∫
σz

hT

(
φ|EV |T |

)∗
(|[[d]]|) dσ �

∑
T ′⊂ST

∫
∂T ′∩Ω

hT

(
φ|EV |T |

)∗
(|[[d]]|) dσ,

where we used that hT ≈ |T |
|σz| depending on the shape regularity of T . We notice

that the shift EV |T is constant on ST . Hence, in order to get the shift compatible
to each T ′ ∈ ST we change it according to (2.20) and use Proposition 5 to obtain∫

T

(
φ|EV |

)∗(∣∣d−ΠQ
T d

∣∣) dx �
∑

T ′⊂ST

∫
∂T ′∩Ω

hT

(
φ|EV |

)∗
(|[[d]]|) dσ

+
∑

T ′⊂ST

hT

∫
∂T ′∩Ω

|F(EV |T )− F(EVT ′)|2 dσ.
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We observe that for T ′ ⊂ ST , there exists a pass from T to T ′ in ST passing
through a finite number of faces, bounded by the shape-regularity of T ; see also
[DK08, FV06]. In particular, there exist T1, . . . , TN ∈ T , such that T ∩ T1 =
σ0, . . . , Ti ∩ Ti+1 = σi, . . . , TN ∩ T ′ = σN , σ0, . . . , σN ∈ S. We set T0 := T and
TN+1 := T ′. Then, by the triangle inequality

|F(EV |T )− F(EV |T ′)| ≤
N∑
i=0

∣∣F(EV |Ti
)− F(EV |Ti+1

)
∣∣

≤
∑
σ∈ΣT

|[[F(EV )]]σ| ,
(4.9)

hence ∑
T ′⊂ST

|F(EV |T )− F(EV |T ′)|2 �
∑

T ′⊂ST

∑
σ∈ΣT

|[[F(EV )]]σ|
2 .

Note that the addends of the right-hand side are independent of T ′ ⊂ ST . Observe
further that the number of elements in ST and hence the number of sides in ΣT are
bounded with respect to the shape-regularity of T . Hence we obtain∫

T

(
φ|EV |

)∗(∣∣d−ΠQ
T d

∣∣) dx �
∑

T ′⊂ST

∫
∂T ′∩Ω

hT

(
φ|EV |

)∗( |[[d]]| ) dσ

+
∑

T ′⊂ST

∫
∂T ′∩Ω

hT ′ |[[F(EV )]]|2 dσ.

(4.10)

It remains to estimate the first term of the right-hand side of (4.10). For σ ∈ S,
let T1, T2 ∈ T be its adjacent simplices i.e., σ = T1 ∩ T2. Applying the definition of
d = φ′

|EV |(|div V |) div V
|div V | , then Lemma 7 implies

|[[d]]σ| =
∣∣∣∣φ′

|EV |(|div V |) div V

|div V |
∣∣
T1

− φ′
|EV |(|div V |) div V

|div V |
∣∣
T2

∣∣∣∣
�

∣∣∣∣φ′
|EV |T1 |(|div V |) div V

|div V |
∣∣
T1

− φ′
|EV |T1 |(|div V |) div V

|div V |
∣∣
T2

∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣φ′
|EV |T1 |

(
|[[EV ]]σ|

)∣∣∣.
(4.11)

Now, we can estimate the first addend with the help of Proposition 5 (applied with
φ|EV | instead of φ) by

∣∣∣∣φ′
|EV |T1 |(|div V |) div V

|div V |
∣∣
T1

− φ′
|EV |T1 |(|div V |) div V

|div V |
∣∣
T2

∣∣∣∣
≈

(
φ′
|EV |T1 |

)
|div V |T1 |

(|[[EV ]]σ|),
(4.12)

where the constants hidden in ≈ depend only on Δ2({φ|EV |T1 |, (φ|EV |T1 |)
∗}) and

thus on Δ2({φ, φ∗}) i.e., on the constants in (2.1). We have as in (4.8) that

(
φ′
|EV |T1 |

)
|div V |T1 |

(t) = φ′
|EV |T1 |+|div V |T1 |(t) � φ′

|EV |T1 |(t)
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for all t ≥ 0, where the last inequality follows from (2.11). Applying this to (4.12)
gives∣∣∣∣φ′

|EV |T1 |(|div V |) div V

|div V |
∣∣
T1

− φ′
|EV |T1 |(|div V |) div V

|div V |
∣∣
T2

∣∣∣∣ � φ′
|EV |T1 |(|[[EV ]]σ|).

Inserting in (4.11) implies

|[[d]]σ| � φ′
|EV |T1 |(|[[EV ]]σ|).

Choosing T1 = T ′ for every addend of the right-hand side of (4.10), we have∫
T

(
φ|EV |

)∗(∣∣d− ΠQ
T d

∣∣) dx �
∑

T ′⊂ST

∫
∂T ′

hT

(
φ|EV |

)∗(
φ′
|EV |(|[[EV ]]|)

)
dσ

+
∑

T ′⊂ST

∫
∂T ′

hT ′ |[[F(EV )]]|2 dσ.

Now, (2.10) and Proposition 5 imply∫
T

(
φ|EV |

)∗(∣∣d−ΠQ
T d

∣∣) dx �
∑

T ′⊂ST

∫
∂T ′

hT φ|EV |(|[[EV ]]|) dσ

+
∑

T ′⊂ST

∫
∂T ′

hT ′ |[[F(EV )]]|2 dσ

�
∑

T ′⊂ST

∫
∂T ′

hT ′ |[[F(EV )]]|2 dσ,

where we additionally used that hT ≈ hT ′ for all T ′ ⊂ ST depending on the shape-
regularity of T . Summing over all T ∈ T , we obtain the asserted estimate. �

The next corollary combines the above results in the particular case of the finite
element approximation of the quasi-steepest descent direction. It estimates the
error between dQ and DQ by the quantity that is controlled by the AFEM, namely
by the estimator of the error between uQ and UQ.

Corollary 22. Let φ be an N-function such that (2.1) holds and let T be a con-
forming triangulation of the domain Ω ⊂ Rd, Q ∈ Q(T ), ε > 0, and θ ∈ (0, 1).
Then, with (UQ, T∗) := AFEM(f −∇Q, T , ε, θ), it holds that∫

Ω

(
φ|EUQ|

)∗
(|dQ −DQ|) � η2(UQ, T∗, f −∇Q) ≤ ε,

where η denotes the error estimator defined in (3.2).

Proof. We start with inequality (2.12) to obtain

∫
Ω

(
φ|EUQ|

)∗
(|dQ −DQ|) �

∫
Ω

(
φ|EUQ|

)∗(∣∣∣dQ − φ′
|EUQ|(|divUQ|)

divUQ

|divUQ|

∣∣∣)

+
(
φ|EUQ|

)∗(∣∣∣φ′
|EUQ|(|divUQ|)

divUQ

|divUQ|
−DQ

∣∣∣) dx,

(4.13)
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where we used that the Δ2-constant of (φ|EUQ|)
∗ depends only on Δ2({φ, φ∗}); see

Lemma 4. Now, the first term can be estimated by Lemma 20, i.e., we have∫
Ω

(
φ|EUQ|

)∗(∣∣∣dQ − φ′
|EUQ|(|divUQ|)

divUQ

|divUQ|

∣∣∣) dx � ‖F(EuQ)− F(EUQ)‖2L2(Ω) .

This term can be further estimated via the upper bound (3.4). Furthermore, for
the second addend in (4.13), by Lemma 21 we then have∫
Ω

(
φ|EUQ|

)∗(∣∣∣φ′
|EUQ|(|divUQ|)

divUQ

|divUQ|
−DQ

∣∣∣) dx �
∑
T∈T

∫
∂T

hT |[[F(EUQ)]]|2 dσ.

Recalling (3.2), this is the jump residual and thus is bounded by η2(UQ, T∗, f−∇Q).
This proves the assertion. �

5. Convergent adaptive Uzawa algorithm (AUA)

Thanks to the above results on the approximated steepest descent direction, we
are now able to state the adaptive finite element algorithm for the stationary Stokes
problem. We suppose that φ is an N-function that satisfies assumption (2.1).

Algorithm 23 (AUA). Let T0 be a conforming initial triangulation of Ω and let
P0 ∈ Q(T0) be an initial guess for p ∈ Q. Fix θ, ρ ∈ (0, 1), initial tolerance τ > 0
and step-size μ > 0 and let j = 0;

(1) (APPROXIMATED DERIVATIVE)

(Uj , Tj+1) := AFEM(f −∇Pj , Tj , ρjτ, θ);

(2) (APPROXIMATED QUASI-STEEPEST DESCENT DIRECTION)

Dj := ΠQ
Tj+1

φ′
|EUj |

(
|divUj |

) divUj

|divUj |
;

(3) (UPDATE)

Pj+1 := Pj + μDj ;

increment j and go to step (1);

We observe that by means of the procedure REFINE in the AFEM the sequence of
triangulations {Tj}j∈N produced by AUA is shape regular depending on the shape
regularity of T0. The next theorem is the main result of this work. It states the
convergence of the AUA for some fixed step-size μ.

Theorem 24. Let φ be an N-function such that (2.1) holds. Then there exists
μ0 > 0 depending only on Δ2({φ, φ∗}) and d, such that for all step-sizes μ ∈ (0, μ0),
it holds for the sequence (Pj)j∈N ⊂ Q produced by Algorithm 23 (AUA) that

Pj → p in Q, as j → ∞,

where p ∈ Q is the pressure of the nonlinear Stokes problem (2.4).

In order to prove Theorem 24 we need to know what it means to (Pj)j∈N ⊂ Q if

the sequence of derivatives (DF(Pj)) ⊂ Lφ
0 (Ω) vanishes.
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Lemma 25. Assume the conditions of Theorem 24. Let (uj)j∈N ⊂ V be the se-
quence defined by uj := uPj

as in (2.26). Then

div uj →j→∞ 0 in Lφ
0 (Ω) implies Pj →j→∞ p in Q,

where p is the unique minimizer of F .

Proof. We assume the contrary. In particular, w.l.o.g., there exists a constant
c > 0 such that ‖p− Pj‖Q > c; otherwise we pass to a sub-sequence. By the

inf-sup condition (2.8) and Korn’s inequality (2.7) there exists a β̃ > 0 such that

β̃ ‖p− Pj‖Q ≤ sup
v∈W 1,φ

0 (Ω)

∫
Ω
(p− Pj) div v dx

‖Ev‖(φ)

= sup
v∈W 1,φ

0 (Ω)

∫
Ω

(
A(Eu)−A(Euj)

)
: Ev dx

‖Ev‖(φ)
,

where we applied (2.25). By means of Young’s inequality, it follows that for δ > 0,

β̃ ‖p− Pj‖Q ≤ Cδ

∫
Ω

(
φ|Eu|

)∗
(|A(Eu)−A(Euj)|) dx

+ δ sup
v∈W 1,φ

0 (Ω)

∫
Ω

φ|Eu|

( |Ev|
‖Ev‖(φ)

)
dx,

where the constant Cδ depends on δ and Δ2({φa}a≥0), and thus on Δ2({φ, φ∗});
see Lemma 4. The second term is bounded according to∫

Ω

φ|Eu|

( |Ev|
‖Ev‖(φ)

)
dx �

∫
Ω

φ
( |Ev|
‖Ev‖(φ)

)
+ φ(|Eu|) dx ≤ 1 +

∫
Ω

φ(|Eu|) dx.

Hence, for δ small enough, we have by the assumption 0 < c < ‖p− Pj‖Q that

β̃ ‖p− Pj‖Q �
∫
Ω

(
φ|Eu|

)∗
(|A(Eu)−A(Euj)|) dx.

Furthermore, Proposition 5, (2.10), and a Hölder inequality (see [RR91]) imply

β̃ ‖p− Pj‖Q �
∫
Ω

(
A(Eu)−A(Euj)

)
: (Eu−Euj) dx

=

∫
Ω

(p− Pj) div(u− uj) dx = C

∫
Ω

(p− Pj) div uj dx

≤ 2 ‖p− Pj‖Q ‖div uj‖(φ) ,

where we used (2.25) and the fact that div u = 0; see (2.4). Since ‖div uj‖(φ) → 0

as j → ∞, this is a contradiction and hence Pj → p in Q as j → ∞. �

Proof of Theorem 24. For convenience, we use the abbreviations

dj := dPj
= −φ′

|Euj |(|div uj |)
div uj

|div uj |
and uj := uPj

;

see also (2.25). For Pj ∈ Q(Tj), j ∈ N, let

Hj(μ) := F(Pj)− F(Pj + μDj).
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By means of the mean-value theorem and Proposition 15, for μ > 0, there exists
ζ ∈ (0, μ), such that

Hj(μ) = μH′
j(ζ) = −μ 〈DF(Pj + ζDj),Dj〉

= −μ 〈DF(Pj), dj〉+ μ 〈DF(Pj), dj −Dj〉

− μ

ζ
〈DF(Pj + ζDj)−DF(Pj), ζDj〉.

(5.1)

We handle the terms at the right hand side separately. First, we have from (2.9b)

−〈DF(Pj), dj〉 =
∫
Ω

φ′
|Euj |(|div uj |) |div uj | dx ≥

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx.(5.2)

The next term can be estimated with the help of Young’s inequality (2.15). For
δ > 0 it holds that

|〈DF(Pj), dj −Dj〉| ≤
∫
Ω

|(dj −Dj) div uj | dx

≤ δ

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx+ Cδ

∫
Ω

(
φ|Euj |

)∗
(|dj −Dj |) dx.

The constant Cδ depends only on Δ2({φa}a≥0) and thus on Δ2({φ, φ∗}); see Lemma

4. Now, applying Corollary 22, there exists a constant Ĉ > 0 depending only on
Δ2({φ, φ∗}) and d, such that

|〈DF(Pj), dj −Dj〉| ≤ δ

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx+ Cδ Ĉ η2(Uj , Tj , f −∇Pj).

(5.3)

Taking uζ := uPj+ζDj
, we have for the last term in (5.1) by Proposition 15, (2.25),

and Young’s inequality for δ > 0 that

〈DF(Pj + ζDj)−DF(Pj), ζDj〉

≤
∫
Ω

δ φ|Euj |(|div(uζ − uj)|) + Cδ

(
φ|Euj |

)∗
(|ζDj |) dx.

On the other hand, we have by Corollary 6 that

〈DF(Pj + ζDj)−DF(Pj), ζDj〉 =
∫
Ω

(
A(Euζ)−A(Euj)

)
: (Euζ −Euj) dx

≈
∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|Euζ −Euj |) dx.

Hence, recalling that |div(uζ − uj)| ≤
√
d |Euζ −Euj | yields for δ > 0 small enough

〈DF(Pj + ζDj)−DF(Pj), ζDj〉 �
∫
Ω

(
φ|Euj |

)∗
(|ζDj |) dx.

We assume for the ease of simplicity that μ0 ≤ 2. Applying (2.12) as well as (2.11),
we obtain

〈DF(Pj + ζDj)−DF(Pj), ζDj〉

�
∫
Ω

(
φ|Euj |

)∗
(|ζ dj |) dx+

∫
Ω

(
φ|Euj |

)∗
(|ζ (dj −Dj)|) dx

�
∫
Ω

(
φ|Euj |

)∗
(|ζ dj |) dx+

∫
Ω

(
φ|Euj |

)∗
(|dj −Dj |) dx.

(5.4)
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We have for all ζ ∈ (0, μ0) by |div v| ≤
√
d |Ev|, v ∈ V, the definition of shifted

N-functions, and the monotonicity of φ′, that

|ζ dj | ≤ 2 |dj | = 2
∣∣∣φ′

|Euj |(|div uj |)
∣∣∣ = 2

∣∣∣∣φ
′(|div uj |+ |Euj |)
|div uj |+ |Euj |

|div uj |
∣∣∣∣

�
∣∣∣∣φ

′(|Euj |)
|Euj |

|Euj |
∣∣∣∣

i.e., |ζ dj | � φ′(|Euj |). Thus by (2.10), (2.17), and Proposition 5, for all ζ ∈ (0, μ0)
we have

(
φ|Euj |

)∗
(|ζ dj |) ≈ (φ)∗φ′(|Euj |)(|ζ dj |) ≈ (φ∗)′′

(
φ′(|Euj |) + |ζ dj |

)
|ζ dj |2

≈ (φ∗)′′
(
φ′(|Euj |) + |dj |

)
|ζ dj |2

≈
(φ∗)′′

(
φ′(|Euj |) + |dj |

)
φ′(|Euj |) + |dj |

(
φ′(|Euj |) + |dj |

)
|ζ dj |2

≈ ζ2
(φ∗)′

(
φ′(|Euj |) + |dj |

)
φ′(|Euj |) + |dj |

|dj |2 = ζ2 (φ∗)′φ′(|Euj |)(|dj |) |dj |

≈ ζ2 (φ|Euj |)
∗(|dj |) ≈ ζ2 φ|Euj |(|div uj |).

Applying this to the first addend of (5.4) and changing the shift of the second
addend with the help of Lemma 7 to |EUj | yields

〈DF(Pj + ζDj)−DF(Pj), ζDj〉 �
∫
Ω

ζ2 φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx

+

∫
Ω

(
φ|EUj |

)∗
(|dj −Dj |) dx+ ‖F(Euj)− F(EUj)‖2L2(Ω) .

Now, applying Corollary 22 as well as the upper bound (3.4), there exists a constant

C̃ > 0 solely depending on Δ2({φ, φ∗}) and d, such that

〈DF(Pj + ζDj)−DF(Pj), ζDj〉 ≤ C̃

∫
Ω

ζ2 φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx

+ C̃ η2(Uj , Tj , f −∇Pj).

This, (5.2), and (5.3) applied to (5.1) yields

Hj(μ) = F(Pj)−F(Pj + μDj)

≥ μ

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx

− μ
{
δ

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx+ Cδ Ĉ η2(Uj , Tj , f −∇Pj)
}

− μ

ζ

{
C̃

∫
Ω

ζ2 φ|EUj |(|divDj |) dx− C̃ η2(Uj , Tj , f −∇Pj)
}

= μ(1− δ − C̃ ζ)

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx

− (μCδ Ĉ +
μ

ζ
C̃) η2(Uj , Tj , f −∇Pj).
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Recall that ζ ≤ μ, hence

Hj(μ) ≥ μ (1− δ − C̃ μ)

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx− (μCδ Ĉ + C̃) η2(Uj , Tj , f −∇Pj).

Observe that for μ0 ∈ (0, 1/C̃), δ := (1 − C̃μ)/2 > 0, we have for all μ ∈ (0, μ0)

that cμ := μ (1− δ − C̃ μ) > 0. Take Cμ := (μCδ Ĉ + C̃), then

Hj(μ) ≥ cμ

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx− Cμ η
2(Uj , Tj , f −∇Pj).(5.5)

The constants cμ, Cμ > 0 depend only on Δ2({φ, φ∗}), the step-size μ and d.
Note that due to Algorithm 23 (AUA)—step 1 (APPROXIMATED DERIVATIVE)—it
holds that

η(Uj , Tj , f −∇Pj) ≤ ρjτ.(5.6)

Therefore, we have

Hj(μ) = F(Pj)−F(Pj + μDj) ≥ cμ

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx− Cμ ρ
2jτ2.

Recalling that Pj+1 = Pj + μDj , we have for all J ∈ N the telescopic sum

F(P0)−F(PJ ) =

J−1∑
j=0

F(Pj)−F(Pj+1)

≥ cμ

J−1∑
j=0

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx− Cμ

J−1∑
j=0

ρ2jτ2.

The last term can be estimated by a geometric series and thus by τ2/(1− ρ2). On
the other hand, we can estimate F(P0) − F(p) ≥ F(P0) − F(PJ ), since p ∈ Q is
the minimizer of F . Therefore,

F(P0)−F(p) ≥ F(P0)−F(PJ )

≥ cμ

J−1∑
j=0

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx− Cμ
τ

1− ρ2
(5.7)

for all J ∈ N. In other words, the series
∑J−1

j=0

∫
Ω
φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx is bounded

independent on J . Since all its addends are positive, we get that∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx → 0, as j → ∞.

It remains to show that this implies div uj → 0 in Q as j → ∞. Then, the assertion
follows by Lemma 25. In particular, we obtain by (5.7) that

F(P0) + Cμ
τ

1− ρ2
≥ F(Pj)

for all j ∈ N i.e., (F(Pj))j∈N is bounded. Combining (2.26) with (2.25) gives

F(P0) + Cμ
τ

1− ρ2
≥ F(Pj) = −L(uj , Pj)

=

∫
Ω

−φ(|Euj |) + Pj div uj + fuj dx =

∫
Ω

−φ(|Euj |) +A(Euj) : Euj dx

=

∫
Ω

−φ(|Euj |) + φ′(|Euj |) |Euj | dx ≥ (∇2(φ)− 1)

∫
Ω

φ(|Euj |) dx ≥ 0,
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where the constant ∇2(φ) > 1 depends only on Δ2(φ
∗); see (2.13). Therefore, the

sequence (
∫
Ω
φ(|Euj |) dx)j∈N ⊂ R is bounded. Assume that (div uj)j∈N does not

converge to zero in Q. Then, w.l.o.g. there exists c > 0 such that

0 < c <

∫
Ω

φ(|div uj |) dx for all j ∈ N;

otherwise we pass to a sub-sequence. Hence, we get by (2.19) for δ > 0,

c <

∫
Ω

φ(|div uj |) dx � (1 + Cδ)

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx+ δ

∫
Ω

φ(|Euj |) dx

for all j ∈ N. Since (
∫
Ω
φ(|Euj |) dx)j∈N is bounded, we can choose δ > 0 small

enough to obtain

0 < c � C

∫
Ω

φ|Euj |(|div uj |) dx,

with a constant C > 0 not depending on j ∈ N. This is a contradiction. Thus,
div uj → 0 in Q, as j → ∞ and the assertion follows with Lemma 25. �

The next corollary states that the convergence of the pressure implies the con-
vergence of the velocity.

Corollary 26. Assume the conditions of Theorem 24. Let (Uj)j∈N ⊂ V be the
sequence produced by the AUA. Then

Uj → u in V as j → ∞,

where u denotes the velocity of the nonlinear Stokes problem (2.4).

Proof. We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 24. Then by Corollary 6 we
have

‖F(Eu)− F(Euj)‖2L2(Ω) ≈
∫
Ω

(
A(Eu)−A(Euj)

)
: (Eu−Euj) dx

= −
∫
Ω

(p− Pj) div uj dx,

where we used that div u = 0. In the proof of Theorem 24 we have shown that

div uj → 0 in Lφ
0 (Ω) and Pj → p in Q as j → ∞. This and observation (5.6) in

combination with (3.4) prove the assertion. �

We finish with some remarks on the AUA.

Remark 27. It turns out that Theorem 24 is a generalization of the convergence of
the Uzawa algorithm in the linear case in [NP04, BMN02]. There it is proved, that
for μ ∈ (0, 2) the Uzawa algorithm converges linearly in terms of the outer iteration
counter, which is a consequence of the inf-sup condition (2.8). In the nonlinear
case a similar result can be proved provided that there holds the following inf-sup
condition related to quasi-norm expressions: there exists β > 0 such that for all
q ∈ Q,

‖∇(q − p)‖2(Eu),∗ := sup
v∈V

{∫
Ω

(q − p) div v dx−
∫
Ω

φ|Eu|(|Ev|) dx
}

≥ β inf
c∈R

∫
Ω

(
φ|Eu|

)∗
(|q − p− c|) dx.

(5.8)
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Then, for sufficiently small step-size μ, the AUA produces a sequence (Uj , Pj)j of
approximations to the solution (u, p) of (2.4), such that

‖F(Eu)− F(EUj)‖2L2(Ω) � λj , j ≥ 0,

for some λ ∈ (0, 1); compare with [Kre08, Remark 141] and [BMN02]. Moreover,
the equivalence of error quantities∫

Ω

φ|Eu|(|div uq|) dx ≈ ‖F(Eu)− F(Euq)‖2L2(Ω) ≈ inf
c∈R

∫
Ω

(
φ|Eu|

)∗
(|p− q − c|) dx

for all q ∈ Q iff (5.8) holds; for more details see [Kre08, Remarks 141-143].
We further remark, that linear convergence is crucial to prove quasi optimal

complexity for a modification of the AUA as in [KS08]. Unfortunately, to our best
knowledge, a generalized inf-sup condition (5.8) is not known.

Remark 28 (Pressure with mean-value zero). For the reason of numerical cancella-
tions it may be convenient to try to avoid extreme values of Pj . For this purpose
one may consider functions with mean-value zero since the pressure is only deter-
mined up to a constant value. Hence, starting Algorithm 23 (AUA) with an initial
guess P0 ∈ Q(T0), which has mean-value zero we can substitute step 3 (UPDATE)
of (AUA) by

3′. (UPDATE’)

Pj+1 := Pj + μDj −
1

|Ω|

∫
Ω

μDj dx;

increment j and go to step (1).

Therefore, by induction (Pj)j∈N ⊂ Lφ∗

0 (Ω). Note that the modifications do not
affect the theoretical behavior of (AUA), since the pressure is only defined up to
a constant; Q = Lφ∗

(Ω)/R. Hence, subtracting the mean-value has no theoretical
effect.

Remark 29 (Coarsening). Since the right-hand side f −∇Pj of (3.1) in the (AUA)
is changing in each iteration, it might be reasonable to apply a coarsening step
in order to obtain optimal meshes. Recall, that for the proof of the convergence
of AUA we only used that η(Uj , Tj , f − ∇Pj) ≤ ρjτ . In fact, the AFEM can be
substituted by any procedure that approximates uPj

such that the estimator is up
to this accuracy. Hence, it is possible to apply a coarsening routine, e.g., after step
(3) (UPDATE) of the AUA. Note, that Pj is defined on the common refinement of all
triangulations Ti i = 1, . . . , k. Therefore, it may be necessary to handle two grids,
namely one grid for calculating Uj in step (1) and then the common refinement of
all triangulations Ti, i = 1, . . . , k, in order to store Pj .

Remark 30 (Stopping criterion). Finding a stopping criterion for Algorithm 23
(AUA) for an adequate distance quantity turns out to be no easy task. In fact,
proving reasonable a posteriori estimates usually requires a continuous inf-sup con-
dition; see [AO00, Section 9.2]. To have a reasonable estimator for a quasi-norm
error notion, we need a inf-sup condition, which is somehow related to the quasi-
norm; see (27). Since such a condition is not available so far, we have to settle for
nonoptimal estimates as in [BRS04, BS08]; compare also [Kre08].
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Remark 31. Note that the spaces V(T ) and Q(T ) are not stable in the sense that
they satisfy a discrete inf-sup condition

inf
Q∈Q(T )

sup
V ∈V(T )

∫
Ω
Q div v dx

‖Q‖Q ‖V ‖V
≥ βT > 0,

with βT independent of the triangulation T ; for pairs of stable function spaces; cf.
e.g. [BL93b, BF91, GR86, For81]. However, Algorithm 23 (AUA) is a generalized
inexact Uzawa iteration at an infinite dimensional level. The convergence of our
algorithm does not require a discrete inf-sup condition but rather the continuous
inf-sup condition (2.8).

6. Numerical experiments

We conclude this article with numerical experiments. We want to focus on two
main aspects. From an analytical point of view, it is interesting to see if there holds
a generalization (5.8) of the inf-sup condition related to quasi-norm expressions.
For this reason we study the three quantities,

E2(divUj) :=

∫
Ω

φ|Eu|(|divUj |) dx,

E2(Uj) := ‖F(Eu)− F(EUj)‖2L2(Ω) ,

E2(Pj) := inf
c∈R

∫
Ω

(
φ|Eu|

)∗
(|p− Pj − c|) dx,

(6.1)

relative to the number j of outer iterations of the AUA; compare with Remark 27.
On the other hand, we are interested in the performance of the AUA, i.e., the

error decay with respect to the degrees of freedom (DOFs). Note that the AUA is
only proved to convergence without a rate; see Theorem 24. Nevertheless, thanks
to piecewise linear ansatz functions for the velocity, we expect a relation of the form

E(divUj) ≈ E(Uj) ≈ E(Pj) ≈ DOF
−1/d
j .(6.2)

In all examples the nonlinear vector-field of the Stokes problem (1.1) is given by

A(E) := (κ+ |E|2)
r−2
2 E, E ∈ Rd×d,

for some r ∈ (1,∞) and κ = 10−6. The N-function is then given by φ(t) :=
1
r (κ + t2)r/2 − 1

rκ
r/2. We consider three experiments in two dimensions and one

in three dimensions. In particular, we consider two smooth experiments in two
dimensions with r = 3 and r = 1.5, one singular experiment in two dimensions
with r = 3, and a regular experiment in three dimensions. For the computations
we used the the finite element toolbox ALBERTA [SS05]. Some pictures (Figures
4 and 6) were produced by the graphics package ParaView [Squ08].

We run all experiments with Dörfler marking parameter θ = 1
3 , reduction factor

ρ = 0.97 for the elliptic errors and initial guess P0 ≡ 0. As in Remark 28 we update
the pressure, such that its zero mean-value is preserved.

It is convenient to choose different initial tolerances τ for different problems.
In fact, if τ is chosen too small, many refinements of the initial triangulation are
necessary until the AFEM reaches the tolerance and the pressure is updated the
first time. This costs a lot of computational power and makes it hard to get the
asymptotic behavior of the error. On the other hand, choosing τ we get large
results on several pressure updates on the same grid. This somehow corresponds
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Figure 1. Example 6.1 with r = 3: All error quantities show lin-
ear convergence with respect to iterations j. The reduction factor
is about ρ = 0.97 (left). They show the same rate with respect to
DOFs as the solid line having the slope 1/d = 1/2 (right).

to starting the AUA with less tolerance and a different initial guess on the initial
grid. It turns out that τ = 3 for the two-dimensional examples and τ = 30 for the
three-dimensional one are good choices.

The choice of the step-size μ is even more delicate. In contrast to [BMN02, NP04]
for the linear Stokes problem, we could not prove an optimal value nor a range for μ,
which ensures convergence of the AUA. However, computations suggest that μ = 0.4
and μ = 1.1 are good choices for r = 3 and r = 1.5, respectively. Interestingly,
there seem to be different ‘good’ choices for different values of r.

6.1. Example: Regular problem in two dimensions. We consider the domain
Ω := (−1, 1)× (−1, 1). The velocity u and the pressure p are given by

u(x, y) =

[
2y cos(x2 + y2)
−2x cos(x2 + y2)

]
, p(x, y) = e−10(x2+y2) − p̄,

where p̄ ∈ R, such that p has zero mean. The right-hand side is computed as
f = − divA(Eu) + ∇p. We run the experiment with two different powers r = 3
and r = 1.5. The error decays are depicted in Figures 1 and 2.

6.2. Example: Singular problem in two dimensions. Let

Ω := ((−1, 1)× (−1, 1)) \ ([0, 1]× [0, 1])

be the so-called L-shaped domain with reentering corner ω = 3π/2. We take the
power r = 3 and r′ = 3/2, i.e., 1

r + 1
r′ = 1. To our best knowledge there is no

explicitly known singular solution of the nonlinear stationary Stokes problem with
the right-hand side in Lr′(Ω)d. Therefore, we decided to just take the right-hand
side to be zero and impose boundary values of a singular solution of the linear
Stokes problem; compare with [BMN02, Ver89, Dau89]. More precisely, we seek a

solution (u, p) ∈ W 1,r(Ω)× Lr′(Ω)/R such that

− divA(Eu) +∇p = 0 in Ω,

u = v(ρ, χ) := ρα
[
cos(χ)ψ′(χ) + (1 + α) sin(χ)ψ(χ)
sin(χ)ψ′(χ)− (1 + α) cos(χ)ψ(χ)

]
on ∂Ω,
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Figure 2. Example 6.1 with r = 1.5: All error quantities show
linear convergence with respect to iterations j. The reduction fac-
tor is about ρ = 0.97 (left). They show the same rate with respect
to DOFs as the solid line having the slope 1/d = 1/2 (right).

where (ρ, χ) are the polar coordinates on Ω and the function ψ is given by

ψ(χ) :=
sin((1 + α)χ) cos(αω)

1 + α
− cos((1 + α)χ)

+
sin((1− α)χ) cos(αω)

1− α
+ cos((1− α)χ).

Thereby α ∼ 0.544484 is the smallest root of the equation

sin2(αω)− α2 sin2(ω)

α2
= 0.

Note that v ∈ W 1,3(Ω) and div v = 0, which implies unique solvability of the
problem.

Since we do not know the true solution (u, p) of this problem, we cannot compute
any of the error quantities in (6.1). However, we can compute

E2
j (divUj) :=

∫
Ω

φ|EUj |(| divUj |) dx.

We expect that this quantity is vanishing with the same rate as the error quantities
in (6.1). Using the inequalities of Lemma 7 (in particular (2.19)), we have for each
δ > 0 that

E2
j (divUj) � (1 + Cδ) E2(divUj) + δ

∫
Ω

φ|Eu|(|Eu−EUj |) dx

� (1 + Cδ) E2(divUj) + δE2(Uj),

where we used Corollary 6 in the last step. As is corroborated by the other exper-
iments we assume E(Uj) ≈ E(divUj), which then implies Ej(divUj) � E(divUj).
Under the same assumption it can be similarly shown that E(divUj) � Ej(divUj)
and thus Ej(divUj) ≈ E(divUj). This indicates that Ej(divUj) may be a reasonable
error quantity.

Another drawback of not knowing the true solution is, that we cannot analyse its
singularity. We do not even know if the solution is singular at all. For this reason
we additionally run the AUA using uniform refinement in each loop of the AFEM.
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Figure 3. Example 6.2: In both cases the error quantity is asymp-
totically reduced by ρ = 0.97 with respect to iterations j. Note
that for uniform meshes j ≤ 62 (left). The AUA shows decay rate
1/d = 1/2 on adaptive meshes and ∼ 1/3 on uniform grids (right).

Figure 4. Example 6.2: Mesh and pressure of the AUA at outer
iteration j = 6, DOFs = 218 (left) and j = 45, DOFs = 4667
(right).

Figure 3 shows the convergence rates using adaptive and uniform refinements. The
decay rate for the uniform refining version of the AUA indicates that the true
solution is indeed singular. This is also suggested by Figure 4, which shows the
pressure and the adapted grid at the outer iterations j = 6 and j = 45.

6.3. Example: Regular problem in three dimensions. We consider the exact
velocity u and pressure p,

u(x, y, z) :=

⎡
⎣2 (y − z) cos(x2 + y2 + z2)
2 (z − x) cos(x2 + y2 + z2)
2 (x− y) cos(x2 + y2 + z2)

⎤
⎦ , p(x, y, z) := e−10(x2+y2+z2) − p̄

on the cube Ω := (−1, 1)3, where p̄ ∈ R such that
∫
Ω
p = 0. The right-hand side

is computed as f = − divA(Eu) +∇p. The computed error decays are presented
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Figure 5. Example 6.3 with σ = 10: The error quantities are
asymptotically reduced by ρ = 0.97 with respect to iterations j
(left). They show the same decay rate as the solid line having
slope 1/d = 1/3 (right).

Figure 6. Example 6.3: Mesh produced by the AUA at outer
iteration j = 30, DOFs = 21581 (left) and j = 75, DOFs = 866811
(right). We removed a cube with edge length 1 for visualization
purposes.

in Figure 5. Note that the error quantity E(Pj) is increasing in the first iterations.
This effect can be observed already for the linear Stokes problem (see [BMN02,
Figure 3.6 (left)]). We suppose that this behavior is due to the resolution of the
data and indeed, starting the AUA from a very fine mesh T0 (DOF ∼ 106) and
with small τ , we observed that E(Pj) is decreasing at the first iterations.

The adapted grid is shown in Figure 6 for the iterations j = 30 and j = 75.
Even though the solution is regular the AUA produces a strongly adapted grid.

6.4. Conclusions. We comment on the experiments of sections 6.1–6.3.

• The choice ρ = 0.97 is rather conservative and thus may lead to unnecessary
many iterations of the AUA. On the other hand, taking ρ to small may lead
to suboptimal meshes. In the linear case a ‘good’ choice of ρ depends on
the norm of the Schur complement operator and is thus connected with the
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linear convergence of the AUA in terms of outer iterations j; compare with
[BMN02, Remark 5.6]. In the nonlinear case this question is open. Since we
are interested in convergence rates we decided for the conservative choice.

• Figures 1–3 and 5 (left) show that the error is asymptotically reduced.
This raises the hope that a generalized inf-sup condition (5.8) holds. As
for the linear Stokes problem in [BMN02], the error decay in each iteration
corresponds to the tolerance reduction factor ρ = 0.97.

• For all error quantities, the AUA shows the expected convergence rates
(6.2) with respect to degrees of freedom; see Figures 1–3 and 5 (right).

• The AUA shows a strong adaptation of the grids in Figures 4 and 6. This
may lead to a benefit, even for regular solutions.
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